
heology" is More Helpful Than You Think - God
How a proper understanding helps us in everyday life mini-series

I Timothy 1:17; Zechariah 7:9; Hosea 10:12

They almost held me back at the end of first grade because I could not leam to read. I was one
of a small group of kids who struggles with phonics. Fortunately my 2"^ grade teacher switched
me to the whole word method of learning to read which is basically memorizing. While that
taught me to read basics, I didn't have much interest in reading as an active young boy because
I would rather be outside playing. In fact, if it were not for Hardy Boys and comic books, I
doubt I would be reading much at all today. Then in high school I really struggled with foreign
languages. My "D's" in Spanish kept me from the National Honor Society even though 1 ended
up 27th,out of 750 in my High School graduating class. 1 also ende#up graduating magna cum
l^de from the University of Illinois and cum laude from seminary.

That means most of my grades later in school were "A's". But those good grades did not always
come because 1 understood the subject matter better than the others in my classes. You see, 1
would also study the teacher in class. Where did they tend to take the test questions from: the
classroom, the illustrations, the main textbook or some other assigned readings? Were they a
person that was fixated on details so that you had to be very careful with true/false questions or
were they more matter-of-fact. Did they like creativity in answers or want it straight by the
book. Did they lean towards long answers in multiple-choice questions or short opes - do they
like "all of the above" or "none of the above". And on multiple choice questions, how much of
a difference was there between the right answer and the one closest to it - and were there any
patterns in those differences? So when 1 took tests later in the class, 1 didn't just answer from
my knowledge of the material but also from what 1 had learned about my teacher's tendencies.
You would be amazed at the correlations between a teacher's passions & characteristics and
how they design or grade tests & papers.

So it was very helpful to me to leam about the one who created the tests. Now God created the
world. So in a similar way it is going to be very helpful to know God's characteristics and
nature because they are going to be more a part of what God created than we might think. The
study of God's nature and characteristics is called "theology". While many Americans
disengage and get glassy eyes when they hear that word - "theology" is simply the study of
God - "theos" is the main Greek word for "God" and "ology" is simply the study of the area
that phrase is attached to. "Psychology" is the study of "psych" (or mind) - "biology" is the
study of "bio" (or life) — Ichthyology is the study of "Ichthy" (or fish) — and now you know
how 1 got a fishing illustration into a sermon on theology! © So for the next few weeks we are
going to take one aspect of Biblical theology and see how powerful it is in normal areas of life.
Today we tackle the topic of God - and then we will illustrate how this helps in raising kids,
helping friends grow (F3Bc!^hg someone.

PROPOSITION: The nature of God helps us to better understand parenting, friendship and
discipling, but we must go beyond single, simple phrases.
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I. God: How do we describe the indescribable? I Tim 1:17

A. The names of God "King eternal"
God - now that is NOT a small topic. In fact, how can we as humans who are limited
in time, space and understanding begin to describe One that created the universe and
the processes that sustain it! Actually we can't - but God can. Indeed He is the One
who has REVEALED truth about Himself to us. God REVEALS His character and
essence to us in three different ways.

READ I Timothy 1:17. This is an example of the apostle Paul describing the One
True God. Notice one way Paul describes God is by His names. "Now to the King
eternal". "King eternal" is a name of God. Lord, Savior, Creator, the Great I Am -
these are all names of God which help us picture who He is.

B. God's nature as trinity (the triune God) "only God"
We also see that Paul describes God as "the only God"..^at there is ONLY one
God. And yet we see many revelations from God that there are 3 persons in that one
God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. So a second way we describe God is through this
concept of tri-unity or TRINITY - "Tri" means three and "unity" means one - three
persons in one essence. Don't worry if you don't totally understand that - why do we
think it is easy for a puny human to totally understand the One who made the entire
Universe.

C. God's attributes "immortal, invisible"
The final way Paul tries to describe God to us here is through God's attributes — he
says God is also "immortal and invisible". The Bible is full of attributes God

reyc^ied-t^j^ so we could understand Him better. So now let's just focus on God's
attributes. How do they work together - like love and justice, mercy and omniscience,
imminent and transcendent, immortal and invisible? Unlike us, God is simple.

II. God is "simple"

A. Not "dim-witted" or "easy to understand"
It always is a challenge for me personally to say "God is simple" when everything in me says
"How can God be simple?" 10,000 years after I get to heaven, I am still going to be discovering
deeper things about God - how can God be simple. By "simple" I don't mean God is dim-
witted. Nor do I mean that God is easy to understand.

B. Can't be divided

Simple, as a divine attribute, is the opposite of composite. The simplicity of God means God is
not made up of goodness, mercy, justice, and power. He is goodness, mercy, justice, and power.
Every attribute of God is identical with His essence. By contrast you and I are composite - we
aren't love but we love, we aren't justice but we stand for what is right. We don't love or stand
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for righteousness purely all the time. Our actions and motivations are a combination, or
composite, of different attributes. God is all of His attributes all of the time.

C. God is whatever He has

So we cannot say love is more central to God than sovereignty, or vice-versa. Christians make
this mistake all the time. You'll hear people say, "God may show justice or wrath, but He is
love." Implication: love is more central to the nature of God. But God is a simple being, not a
composite being like us. So He is righteousness in the same way He is love. The simplicity of
God not only prevents us from ranking certain attributes higher than others, but it rightly sees
God as unique and real. His very essence is love, wisdom, and holiness. God is whatever He
has, for He has nothing that He is not. That all sounds a bit philosophical and confusing but it
simply means, if we are going to understand God through His attributes, we can never just think
of just one attribute^lone. Rather we are going to see deeper and more helpfriT truths ̂ eemglHe
different attributes of God work together. So let's use the rest of our time taking two examples
of God's attributes and see how they strongly affect parenting, friendship and accountability
relationships. Because I am doing these quickly, you can e-mail or call the office and they can
give you a longer version of each from 2 sermons I did back in 2004. Turn to Zechariah 7:9 -
Zechariah is the 2"^ to the last book in the Old Testament and on page 951 in the black Bibles in
the back of your chairs.

III. This study of God helps training others

A. Justice ̂  mercy Zechariah 7:9 (pg 951)
Think about this statement. "Really good parents hold their children at times to an
uncompromising sense of justice, while at the same time, let their children 'get
away' with all sorts of things on a regular basis." Let's say that again. (Repeat),
The first part of that statement probably caused some of you here today to really
cringe, while others felt like going through the ceiling on the second part. Doesn't that
sound confusing or unnerving?

It really shouldn't because isn't that how God parents us? You want someone that is
uncompromising with sin — then God is your man. Need someone to give you a break
- then turn to God for He dispenses mercy by the boatload. God calls you and I to do
the same in our lives. READ Zech 7:9. So which is it? Are we to show justice or
mercy & compassion? Notice that justice and mercy are both to be done at one and the
same time. It is not an EITHER/OR situation. This shouldn't surprise us because as
we understand who God is, we find He reveals Himself to be both just and merciful at
His core!

1. Justice is important in relationships
Justice is important to all relationships yet it is easy for parents to start dispensing
justice too late. Now justice simply means good actions are rewarded and wrong
actions have consequences. So when parents make excuses for sinful & wrong
actions: "He 'sAust tired, " "She had a really bad day, " "He was sick last week and isV.JN lJ/_ l\i^ Page3of7



still getting over it, " "She's just a strong-willed child" - That's fine to explain the cry
of a 6 month old who can't speak, but hearing this for a 2, 5, 9, or 15 year old who is
throwing a selfish fit is the opposite of how God shows justice and love. Excuses just
make people feel better for the short run but it creates huge problems for the long run. \
That is notlhe way God deals with usl

Kids need justice - without justice they will have no real sense of what is right and
what is wrong. Kids need to both receive justice for what they do v^ong AND also
experience being protected by justice. They equally need to experience it is wrong to
hurt others AND to see justice done when someone does wrong against them. Our
world is not just - kids are NOT going to see it around them. Now this is not picking
on teachers because they are constrained in what they can or can not do, but who gets
the most free treats at school - the kids who keep the rules or those that don't. My
kids would constantly pointed out how unfair it was that the kids who regularly acted

would get an ice cream treat free when they were good just a little time, while ^
those who were good all day got nothing.

Or picture this, now I am going to exaggerate - a very tired mom walks into the living
room after a very long day and sees her 3 kids. Around them is a disaster - toys
everywhere, grape juice spilled on the new rug and her favorite flower pot is knocked
over and broken in the comer. What might she want to say, '^Silence! Everyone to
their room and don H ever come out" But if one of those kids didn't have a single
part in any of that, than that reaction would toss justice out the window even if we can
all identify with it. Worse we give the idea that we aren't fair and can not be counted
on to bring justice. Since God loves justice, His character calls us to temporarily set
aside what we want and take time to best determine what happened and by whom.
Was it disobedience or just childish irresponsibility which is dealt with far differently.
Similarly we never want to let justice be manipulated - like giving in to blackmail
(you don't love me), temper tantrums (which reinforce sinful ego) or bribes after
wrong doing (if you let me do this, then I'll do that), God doesn't pervert justice and
neither should we. We want to anchor our idea of justice in the character of God.

2, Mercy is not the opposite of justice
Now that the justice oriented people are cheering, let's go back to Zech 7:9. READ,
Notice mercy is the opposite ofjustice. In fact, without justice there is no need for
mercy, because no behavior is considered wrong. Nor is justice the opposite of love.
Justice, fairness and righteousness are all a part of love. Without justice this world
would be a very cold hard place where the main rule would be the survival of the
fitness, me-first and watch out for # 1. In a just world w^re never punished or have
negative consequences if we have NOT done wrong,'Jffid if^'lSave done wrong, then
something is done - and quickly. Mercy doesn't keep a record of past wrongs, mercy
understands there is a difference between ignorance & willful disobedience, mercy
sacrifices to help people put up boundaries so they aren't tempted, mercy remembers
our own failing and mercy doesn't give up.
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So let's picture justice and mercy together - and the key to these working together is
repentance - just like us with God. A mom has just caught her daughter in really bad
stuff- taking drugs, shop-lifting or cheating at school, "Don't you understand that
this stuff you are doing will hurt you? This is wrong and I can't let it happen. I
ni^ stop soriy moniy it was really dumb," "We agree on that one, but
'ifts more - it is sin. You are not going to be able to see those two friends, your
allowance is going to be cut and you're not going anywhere in the evenings for
the next two weeks." The tears flood in. Are they tears of godly sorrow, orjust tears
ofgetting caught or losing privileges? "I'm so sorry mom. I didn't want to do I,
then I just did. I feel so awful. Will you forgive me?" Godly sorrow, so you go hold
her and say, "Honey I see you're sorry. You are admitting its wrong and talking
about changes. I forgive you -1 can't take away the consequences for the next
two weeks, but I will erase what you've done from my mind and help you though
this hard time."

But what happens if Vi. way through the conversation changed. ̂ ^Honey I see you're
sorryj & I forgive you. But you still need to go through these next two weeks to get
yourfeet back on the ground." "What—you mean you 're still going to take those
things away even though I said I'm sorry" "Of course, you earned them. " "You are so
mean — I mess up one time and you make a federal case out of it. " "I'm not doing
this because its fun, but because I love you." "Right, don't give me that love
routine. You don't love me. No other parent does this punishment stuff. You 're a
terrible mother. I hate you. " You know the lesson hasn't been learned. You know
there is no repentance - she will do it again. So the mercy will come as you seek to
keep the limits so she has a chance to learn in the future. But most parents, friends and
co-workers never get to this point because they stop all actions at the first tears or
statements of "I'm sorry" or we just want to punish them into obedience. God's
character helps us do what is ̂ est for the long run instead of what we just feel now.

B. Love is Conditional a^a Love is Unfailing
Turn to John 15:10. Let's take the second area - again I am going to make it
controversial. If we are going to do anything worthwhile in relationships, we had
better know that love is conditional. WHAT? Haven't we always been taught that
God's love is supposed to be UNconditional? Listen to these verses and tell me there
are no conditions in God's love here.

1. Scriptural challenge (Daniel 9:4; Jude 21; John 15:10; John 3:16,18)
• Daniel 9:4 - '"''Iprayed to the Lord my God and confessed: ''Lord, the great and

awesome God, who keeps his covenant of love with those who love him and keep
his commandments^ God keep^is covenant of love with

those "who love Him and obey His commands." That is a condition.
•  Jude 21 - "keep yourselves in God's love as you waitfor the mercy of our Lord

Jesus Christ to bring you to eternal life." Even as Jude affirms that God's love for
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us is unmerited and unearned - it is in mercy - he still tells us we must take action
to stay in God's love.

• John 15:10 READ - We can not get by the conditional aspects here directly tied to
God's love. And He repeats that in v 14. READ. Those words "if you" or
commands like "remain in & keep yourself in" speak of conditions which when
met have one result and when not met have a very different result.

But doesn't God speak of unconditional love" in John 3:16? READ {stainedglass
windows). Yes there is an UNFAILING love that God initiates which we do not
deserve, which I will touch on in a moment. But even here in John 3:18 goes on to
have a conditional aspect: "Whoever believes in Him is not condemned, but
whoever does not believe stands condemned already because he has not believed
in the name of God's one and only Son," You are going to have trouble with
relationships if you don't understand God's true expressions of love: both conditional
and unfailing & totally undeserved.

2. "Unconditional love" is recent in origin and behind cult groups & false beliefs
The actual phrase "God's unconditional love" has a very recent origin. You will not
find it in any Bible-believing source before the 1960's. No theologies, Bible
encyclopedias, commentaries, sermons or missions statements from all of Christian
history. But you will regularly find that as a common thought of cult groups and false
beliefs.

•  In the egiJy. IBOO's the Universalists claimed that God's love was unconditional -
Since God loved everyone without any conditions that meant everyone will go to
heaven - thus the name "universalist". Therefore the idea of hell or any
punishment for sin from God was a sub-Christian belief.

•  In the 1900's, those who pushed for ecumenicalism often did that because of their
definition of God as universal love. They concluded it was therefore wrong to say
"Jesus is the only way to heaven" even though Jesus, Himself, said that and then
proved it by the bodily resurrection from the dead.

•  In our day, those calling themselves Christians who are promoting alternate
lifestyles like homosexual marriage or transsexualism or polygamy all point to the
"unconditional love of God" for why what they are doing is approved and
applauded by God even though the Bible says it is wrong.

Traditionally Christians haven't denied the reality the hell, the fact that Jesus is the
only way to heaven or that we must oppose worldliness instead of participating in it -
yet all of these are questioned in our day by an increasing number of self-proclaimed
Christians. What's changed? Not the word of God. And we've always had opposition.
What has changed is the definition of the love of God by Christians. They rely on
slogans rather than an in-depth look at the character of God as revealed in scripture.
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3) Love is unfailing (Ps 33:5, 85:7, 36:7, 6:4, 51:1,13:5, 89:32-33, 21:7, 90:14; Isaiah 54:10, 49:15)
Turn to Isa 54:10. If you go back and really see what God says about His love you
will see both conditional parts as we have shown and also parts that have no
conditions. But the Bible uses the term "unfailing love^* there. Check out the verses

(Side note, this will be more difficult in the KJV because they use 10 different
English word for this one same Hebrew word so use the back of the Strong or Young's
concordance for the word Hesed). READ Isa 54:10. God has reached out to us with a
rich, deep, underserved and continuous love that doesn't stop> ̂ ven when creation
itself crumbles, there will be one thing still standing: God's unfailing love. Simply
put, God's love is unshakeafele. It is this "unfailing" ggpj^t of love that parents always
want to have jykh their children - and we want to^ in our truly significant
human relationships. But it is not alone. Turn to one last verse Hosea 10:12 - right
after Daniel - the first of the minor prophets and on pg 905.

The reason we miss thgTaepth and breadth of this love is because^e have stepped
back from theology ~f seeking to have a full view of what God ̂ayS^His love is. There
are actually 5 very different aspects in it. (1) There is the unique and special love
found between the persons of the Trinity - this is way beyond any love for us. (2)
There is God's providential love over all that He has made. This is the same for
evgryone - believers and unbelievers alike. (3) There is God's love for a fallen world
as we saw in John 3:16. However much God will judge the world, He also stands as
the One compassionately pleading and giving all the opportunity to repent and come
to Him. (4) God's special love for those who turn to Him in faith. We simply receive
some aspects of God's love others don't - but it is not earned or with conditions. (5)
There is God's provisional or conditional love toward his own people. It is the love of
active relationships. You do act in love differently to your friends if they cheat you
verses if they sacrifice for you. These are very different spheres and they LOOK very
different as love. By digging deeper into what the Bible says about the love of God
instead of trying to simplify it to a phrase gives us far more encouragement and
direction for meaningful relationships that help people for the long run.

4. The Blend Hosea 10:12

READ Hosea 10:12. Notice the blend of unfailing and condition. We are to sow
righteousness for ourselves. We have to actively take steps to be right with God so we
are in position to fully reap, or experience, the unfailing love of God. More of God's

' , unfailing love is experienced as we respect, obey, serve and live as Jesus asks us. And
it is no different with your true friends. We want our unfailing love to always be there
- but there are incredible advantagestgj-eaping it. As with God, there is unfailing
love, but it^ome^widi condTtronsTSjid conditional love always opens the door to 6^
unfailing love. The old song says, "All you need is love ..." but we also need the right
understanding of love which is never going to come from a phrase but by digging
deeply into the character - the theology of God. Theology is more helpful in daily life
than you can imagine. ^ ̂
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